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Studies on electrophysiological signatures of error processing have focused on the medial frontal cortex,
although widespread neuroanatomical networks support error/action monitoring. Here, electrophysiological
responses to errors were combined with structural white matter diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to investigate
the long-range anatomical networks that support error processing. The approach taken here was to link
individual differences in error-related EEG responses to individual differences in white matter connectional
anatomy. Twenty subjects performed a speeded instructed choice task (a variant of the Simon task) designed
to elicit response errors, and also underwent DTI scanning in a separate session. In the EEG data, significantly
enhanced theta (4–8 Hz) oscillations were observed over medial frontal electrodes (centered on FCz) during
response errors. Mid-frontal scalp sites (likely reflecting medial frontal cortex activity) also functioned as a
strong “hub” for information flow, measured through theta-band phase synchronization degree. Next, a
dipole source of the error-related theta-band activity was localized for each subject, accounting for
approximately 80% of the topographical variance. Correlating individual differences in medial frontal theta
dynamics with white matter tracts linking these dipole sources to the rest of the brain revealed that subjects
with stronger error-related theta also had stronger white matter connectivity with the ventral striatum and
inferior frontal gyrus. Further, subjects in whom medial frontal regions acted as a stronger synchronization
“hub” had stronger connectivity between the dipole source location and the corpus callosum and dorsomedial
prefrontal white matter pathways. These findings provide novel evidence for the role of widespread fronto-
striatal networks in monitoring actions and signaling behavioral errors.
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Introduction

Impairments of action monitoring are implicated in a wide range
of brain disorders (Olvet and Hajcak, 2008) from substance abuse
(Potts et al., 2006) to schizophrenia (Bates et al., 2009; Morris et al.,
2006) to autism spectrum disorders (Vlamings et al., 2008). Within
healthy populations, individual differences in action monitoring have
been linked to political preferences and personality styles (Amodio et
al., 2007; Larson et al., 2010). Clearly, a better understanding of the
neural networks that support action monitoring and error processing
is relevant for basic psychological and neuroscience theories as well as
for understanding cognitive control impairments in patient groups.

Investigations into neurophysiological responses to errors have
largely focused on the “error-related negativity,” which refers to a
relatively negative polarity in the time-domain averaged EEGwaveform
immediately following response errors (Falkenstein et al., 2000;
Gehring et al., 1993; van Veen and Carter, 2002). However, although
over 400 articles can be found on PubMed when searching “error
negativity,”much remains unknown about the neural mechanisms that
generate this negativity. Physiologically, these error-related electrical
dynamics might reflect coordinated theta-band (4–8 Hz) oscillations
(Luu and Tucker, 2001; Trujillo and Allen, 2007). Theta is a prominent
frequency band observed in direct recordings of the medial prefrontal
cortex in humans (Cohen et al., 2008b; Wang et al., 2005) and
nonhuman primates (Tsujimoto et al., 2006; Tsujimoto et al., 2010;
Womelsdorf et al., 2010). At the cognitive level, medial frontal theta has
been linked to error monitoring and feedback processing during
learning tasks (Bates et al., 2009; Cavanagh et al., 2009; Cohen et al.,
2008b; Holroyd and Coles, 2002; Mazaheri et al., 2009; Trujillo and
Allen, 2007; Wang et al., 2005). At the neurobiological level, theta has
been implicated in synaptic mechanisms of learning, information
coding, and inter-regional communication (Dragoi and Buzsaki, 2006;
Huerta and Lisman, 1995; Jensen and Lisman, 2000), in part by
regulating spike timing and providing temporal windows to allow co-
activation of spatially disparate but functionally connected networks of
neurons. Thus, medial frontal theta is a neurobiologically plausible
mechanism by which this region may coordinate local and long-range
neural networks to monitor actions and detect response errors.
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Consistent with the idea that theta-band oscillations support long-
range functional connectivitywith themedial frontal cortex, theta-band
synchronization between the medial and lateral frontal electrodes
(Cavanagh et al., 2009) and estimated cortical locations (Hanslmayr
et al., 2008), between medial frontal cortex and nucleus accumbens
(Cohen et al., 2009b), and betweenmedial frontal and occipital cortices
(Cohen et al., 2009d), have been linked to error processing and reward
learning. These findings suggest that distributed networks underlie
neural responses to errors. Indeed, the amplitude of the error-related
negativity is attenuated in patients with lesions to medial prefrontal
cortex (Cohen et al., 2008b; Stemmer et al., 2004; Swick and Turken,
2002), lateral prefrontal cortex (Gehring and Knight, 2000; Ullsperger
et al., 2002), and basal ganglia nuclei (Ullsperger and von Cramon,
2006). Evenwhen graymatter is intact but the whitematter behind the
prefrontal cortex is lesioned, the error-related negativity is attenuated
(Hogan et al., 2006). This latter finding demonstrates the importance of
long-range white matter connectivity in generating error-related
medial frontal responses, and is consistent with correlations between
local white matter and the time-domain averaged error-related
negativity (Danielmeier et al., 2010; Westlye et al., 2009). More
generally, these findings support the idea that the medial frontal cortex
is a fulcrum for cognitive control processes, and can interact with
multiple brain systems involved in sensory,motor, emotional, and social
processing, to adapt behavior flexibly according to goals or internal/
external feedback.

Here structural correlates of medial frontal error-related theta
dynamics were examined. Twenty subjects performed a speeded
response-time task inwhich response errors occurred often. Error-related
theta cortical responses were source-estimated, and structural white-
matter connectivity from this dipole location was examined. Further,
whitematter connectivitywas correlatedwith the extent towhichmedial
frontal sites were an information “hub” for long-range cortico-cortical
phase synchronization (functional connectivity). Whereas error-related
theta power at medial frontal sites predicted white matter connectivity
between the estimated source (usually in the anterior cingulate) and
motor, ventral striatal, and right ventrolateral prefrontal regions, medial
frontal functional connectivity predicted white matter connectivity
between the estimated source and fibers in the corpus callosum and
dorsomedial prefrontal cortex. This multi-method, cross-subjects ap-
proach illustrates how anatomical and functional networks contribute to
medial frontal error-related electrophysiological dynamics.

Methods

Participants

Twenty subjects (10 male; average [stdev] age 22 [2.5]) volun-
teered in exchange for course credit or money (€48). Subjects had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no reported history of
psychosis, brain disease or psychiatric illness, or significant drug
usage. The local ethics committee at the University of Amsterdam
approved the experiment, and subjects provided informed consent
prior to the start of the experiment. Data were collected over three
sessions, one MRI session and two EEG sessions.

Task

The task was an auditory–visual Simon task. On each trial a visual
(small gray box) and auditory (sine-wave tone) stimulus were
presented either on the right or left visual/auditory hemifield. Auditory
stimulation was delivered through plastic EEG-compatible earphones
that subjects plugged into each ear. Subjects were instructed to respond
with the left or right hand according to the presentation side of the
auditory or visual stimulus. Every 10 trials, a screen appeared that
instructed subjects to respond to the visual or auditory domain. The
stimuli were presented for 50 ms, followed by an 1150ms window in
which subjects could respond. The inter-trial-interval varied between
1000 and 1500 s. No performance feedbackwas provided. Auditory and
visual stimulus presentation sides were pseudo-randomized such that
there was an equal number of subsequent trial pairings: previous trial
congruent, current trial congruent; previous trial incongruent, current
trial congruent; and so on. In the present set of analyses, only
congruent–congruent and error trials were examined. There were
2400 trials over two sessions. Subjects first received instructions and
one training block before the experiment began.

EEG acquisition and processing

EEG data were acquired at 512 Hz from 64 channels placed
according to the international 10–20 system, from peri-occular and
electromyographic electrodes on the thumbs, and from both earlobes
(used as reference). Offline, EEG data were high-pass filtered at 0.5 Hz
and then epoched from −1.5 to +2.5 s surrounding each trial (to
avoid edge artifacts resulting from wavelet filtering). All trials were
visually inspected and those containing EMG or other artifacts not
related to blinks were manually removed. Independent components
analysis was computed using eeglab (Delorme and Makeig, 2004)
software, and components containing blink/oculomotor artifacts or
other artifacts that could be clearly distinguished from brain-driven
EEG signals were subtracted from the data. This was done separately
for each testing session, because minor differences in cap placement
or other state variablesmay affect component estimationwith respect
to blinks/oculomotor artifacts. Finally, data were separately analyzed
both before and after current-source-density transform (Kayser and
Tenke, 2006). Current-source-density (CSD) is a spatial filter that
increases topographical selectivity by effectively subtracting out
spatially broad and therefore likely volume-conducted effects. This
approach has been validated for investigating inter-electrode syn-
chronization (Srinivasan et al., 2007; Winter et al., 2007). The units of
the data after this transform are μV/cm2. The unfiltered “voltage” data
(μV) were used for dipole source modeling.

EEG analyses

Time–frequency decomposition was done as in our previous studies
(e.g., Cavanagh et al., 2009; Cohen et al., 2009b). Briefly, a wavelet
decomposition analysis was performed in which all trials from one
channel were concatenated in time, the power spectrum of which
(obtained from the fast-Fourier-transform) was multiplied by the
power spectrum of a complex Morlet wavelet (ei2πtfe− t2/(2 *σ2), where t
is time, f is frequency, which increased from 1 to 30 Hz in 25
logarithmically spaced steps, and σ defines the width of each frequency
band, and is set according to 4/(2πf)), and the inverse fast-Fourier-
transformwas taken. This is equivalent tobutmore efficient than single-
trial convolution. This procedure was done separately for each channel
and condition. From the resulting complex signal from each convolu-
tion, an estimate of frequency-band specific power at each time point
is defined as the squared magnitude of the result of the convolution
Z (real[z(t)]2+imag[z(t)]2), and an estimate of frequency-band specific
phase at each timepoint is the angle of the convolution result. Relatively
long epochs were cut from the continuous EEG data because of edge
artifacts due to sudden transitions in signal values between trials. Visual
inspection confirmed that edge artifacts subsided well before the time
windows used in analyses (−1000 to +1000 ms surrounding each
response). Taking long epochs and trimming edge artifacts is preferred
over Hanning or other windows, because the latter method will
attenuate real signal, while the former method does not. Power was
normalized using a decibel (dB) transform (dB power=10⁎ log10
[power/baseline]), where the baseline activity was taken as the average
power at each frequency band, averaged across conditions, from−300
to −100 ms pre-stimulus. DB conversion ensures that all frequencies,
time points, electrodes, conditions, and subjects are in the same scale
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and thus comparable. Theprecise timewindow for baseliningwouldnot
impact the error-correct differences, however, because the baseline is
constant across conditions.

Frequency band-specific phase synchronization (functional con-

nectivity) was computed according to 1
n � ∑
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, where n is

the number of trials, and φj and φk are the phase angles of electrodes j
and k. This is an index at each time–frequency point of the consistency
of phase angle differences between two electrodes over trials. This
was computed between each pair of electrodes. Subsequently,
average synchronization from 4–8 Hz and −50 to +150 ms
surrounding the time of button press was taken into an analysis of
network activity based on principles of graph theory. Graph theory
provides a mathematical framework with which to conceptualize and
quantify local and global network characteristics. Applied to EEG, each
electrode (and the underlying tissue from which it measures) may be
considered a node, and each possible connection between pairs of
electrodes may be considered a vertex. Each node could have a
maximum of 63 vertices (connections to all electrodes minus itself).
However, only vertices that are robust (i.e., reflecting strong
functional connectivity) should be considered. Thus, a threshold is
applied (described below), and each electrode can be assigned a
value–termed synchronization degree–according to the number of
supra-threshold vertices it has (i.e., the number of electrodes with
which there is robust functional connectivity). Electrodes with
relatively large synchronization degree may be considered a “hub”
or “intersection” for information flow. Synchronization degree can be
computed separately for each frequency band, window of time,
electrode, and condition. The threshold was set to one standard
deviation above the median of each subject's inter-regional phase
synchronization distribution, thus producing a subject-specific data-
based thresholding approach. Preliminary testing demonstrated that
different thresholds had minimal effect on the overall topographical
distributions and condition differences (data not shown). Differences in
degree across condition were tested with paired sample t-tests. All
statistical tests based on parametric statistics approximated normal
distributions, as evidenced by a failure to disconfirm the null hypothesis
of normally distributed data (Shapiro–Wilk test, p-valuesN0.12).

Dipole source modeling

Dipole source modeling was implemented in eeglab (Delorme and
Makeig, 2004) using the functiondipfit_erpeegwithdefault parameters.
A standard boundary-element-modelwasused for localization. Subject-
specific headmodels based on T1 imageswere not used because precise
electrode positions were not available. For each subject, the average
theta power difference between correct and error trials from −50 to
+150 msat eachelectrodewas entered into the dipole estimation.Note
that the purpose of this analysis was not to identify a putative single
generator of cortical error-related theta; rather, the purpose was to
obtain a subject-specific and data-driven seed region for the DTI
tractography analyses (see next section). Thus, one dipole was
estimated per subject. Preliminary testing indicated that fitting two
dipolesper subjectprovided little improvementon the residual variance
(~1–5% improvement), and usually resulted in bilateral dipoles in
similar locations as the single dipole source. Using only one dipole also
has the advantage of being more suitable for fiber tracking analyses.
Data from one subject were removed from this analysis because the
dipole was located outside the brain. In a few cases, the dipole sphere
includedvoxels thatwere located inside the ventricle in diffusion-image
space. Visual inspection confirmed that tracts still looked reasonable
from the entire seed mask, and so the masks were not altered.

A second set of dipoles was estimated based on independent
components. For each subject, an independent components analysis
was conducted on correct and error trials aggregated over the two
sessions, and the component with a broad medial frontal focus was
selected. A dipole source of this component was estimated (using the
eeglab function dipfit and a boundary-element-model); the rest of the
statistical procedures for computing tractography and correlating with
EEG dynamics (detailed below) was the same as for the dipole based on
the observed theta response. The purpose of this alternative procedure
for estimating a dipole used as a seed region for white matter fiber
tracking was to ensure that the results reflected stable and robust
individual differences in structure and function both when using the
observed data (theta power) and when using an electrode weighting
based on isolating a temporally independent medial frontal dynamic
(independent component). For convenience, analyses using the medial
frontal component or tractography based on those dipoles are referenced
with “IC” (e.g., IC-seeded tractography). Data from one subject were
removed from this analysis because the dipole was in the cerebellum.

Diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) data

DTI data were acquired on a 3 T Phillips MRI scanner at the
Amsterdam Medical Center of the University of Amsterdam. Para-
meters were as follows: TR 9.1948, TE 65, 60 2-mm thick slices, matrix
size 128×128, and in-plane resolution 2×2 mm2. For diffusion
directions, 50 equidistant points along a unit sphere were created.
Images with no diffusion were also acquired. Four repetitions of this
scan sequence were acquired to maximize signal-to-noise ratio. In
total, DTI scanning lasted about 45 min. In the same session, a high-
resolution T1 scan was also acquired. Preprocessing of DTI data was
done according to standard protocols in FSL software, primarily
bedpostX (Behrens et al., 2007) (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl).

Linking DTI and EEG data

Probabilistic tractography was computed from a 5-mm Gaussian
sphere surrounding the dipole coordinate for each subject. A Gaussian
sphere instead of a single point has the advantage of providing a slightly
less spatially restrictive seed and thus accounts for some spatial
uncertainty, e.g., due to using standard electrode positions. The result
of the tractography analysis is a brain volume of probability values that
correspond to the number of pathways starting in the seed region and
passing through that voxel. Five thousand paths from each voxel in the
seed region were generated. The resulting “tract strength” volume was
used in a voxel-based analysis, in which tract strength was correlated,
across subjects, with brain or behavior indices (FCz theta power, FCz
synchronization degree, task error rate, and post-error slowing), using
Spearman's rank-order correlation (tract strength values are non-
normally distributed so nonparametric correlations are appropriate).
See Fig. 5 for a graphical overview of the analysis. Because tractography
is probabilistic, some of the weakest paths may be noise; therefore it is
commonpractice to remove theweaker paths across subjects (e.g., Aron
et al., 2007). Here, only voxels with group-average tract strengths
greater than 100 were used, which corresponds approximately to
removing the weakest 5% of tracts across subjects. This resulted in
testing 66,576 voxels (29.14% of brain voxels). For statistical threshold-
ing, a p-value of 0.005 and a contiguous cluster threshold of 15 voxels
(120 mm3) were used. This cluster threshold was relaxed for the
IC-dipole analysis because the clusters were smaller, though in similar
locations as the theta-dipole analysis. Significant correlation clusters
were then projected back onto anMRI and displayed using fslview (MRI
viewing program in the FSL package). This conjoint voxel- and cluster-
level threshold helps protect against false positives. These analyseswere
conducted in Matlab.

Results

Behavioral results

Errors were made on 7.1% of trials (average of 170 error trials per
subject; standard deviation 4.1%). Reaction times were 382 ms

http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl
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(standard deviation 15 ms) for error and 401 ms (14 ms) for correct
trials, a significant difference (t19=3.27, p=0.004).

Response errors elicit medial frontal theta activity

As seen in Fig. 1A, response-related activity elicited increased theta
power in medial frontal sites centered on FCz during both correct
(t19=5.17, pb.001) and error (t19=11.15, pb.001) trials. Repeated-
measures ANOVA demonstrated that error trials elicited significantly
more theta power compared to correct trials (F1,19=102.17). CSDmaps
(Fig. 1B) confirm that this medial frontal error-related theta response
was localized selectively to medial frontal scalp regions. As with non-
spatiallyfiltereddata, CSD transformed FCzpowerwas greater thanpre-
trial baseline during correct (t19=10.84) and error (t19=9.56) trials,
and was greater during error compared to correct trials (F1,19=75.95).
Time–frequency power plots from FCz demonstrate the temporal-
frequency specificity of this effect (Figs. 2A–B). Time–frequency
decomposition of the IC for each subject (which was selected based
on topographical characteristics and not on the basis of condition
differences or frequency characteristics; see Fig. 1C) showed a similar
pattern of time–frequency characteristics as the data recorded at FCz
(Fig. 2C), which justifies its use in the DTI tractography analyses.

The medial frontal cortex may be a “hub” for theta-band functional
connectivity

When examining inter-regional synchronization among electro-
des, each electrode may be conceptualized as a “hub” for information
flow. Graph theory provides an analytic approach to quantifying
“hubness” of each node (electrode), here defined as the number of
other electrodes with which each electrode is strongly phase
synchronized (see Methods); higher numbers (i.e., greater degree)
Fig. 1. Topographical distributions of task-related frequency band-specific oscillation power
from −50 to +150 ms surrounding the response. Rows contain different frequency b
topographical projection of the independent component selected for each subject.
indicate that that electrode is relatively more richly functionally
connected to other cortical areas.

Consistent with a role of medial frontal theta in coordinating
widespread cortical networks during cognitive control, theta syn-
chronization degree was most robust over FCz and surrounding
electrodes (Fig. 3, top row), and was significantly stronger during
errors compared to correct responses (F1,19=12.26, p=.002). In
contrast, no topographically robust hubs were observed in alpha;
beta/low gamma (20–30 Hz) demonstrated robust hubs in anterior
and lateral prefrontal regions, but this was not significantly related to
errors (Fig. 3, bottom row). Note that this connectivity analysis is not
possible with the IC data because a single component represents a
weighted sum of all electrodes whereas this connectivity analysis
treats each electrode as independent.

To examine the relationship between inter-regional long-range
phase synchronization and local theta dynamics, theta power was
correlated with theta synchronization degree at each electrode.
Significant correlations were observed only in medial and lateral
frontal regions (Fig. 4) (p-values for FCz, C4, and C5 all less than
0.001). There were strong power-synchrony degree correlations at
lateral sites, although there was little increase in oscillation power in
these regions (Fig. 4). Finally, beta-band (20–30 Hz) power and phase
synchronization degree were not significantly correlated at anterior
frontal sites in which synchronization degree was robust (all p-values
greater than 0.2). In other words, medial frontal theta power and
synchronization degree significantly correlated, whereas power and
synchronization were decoupled in other regions and frequency
bands. As outlined further in the Discussion, these observations
provide counterevidence for a simple alternative explanation that
phase synchronization is driven by power fluctuations. Instead, these
results suggest that theta-band activity recorded over medial frontal
cortex reflects a neurocognitive mechanism for coordinating both
local and long-range neural networks that support cognitive control.
for (A) spatially unfiltered and (B) current-source-density (CSD) filtered data, averaged
ands; columns, conditions and condition differences. Panel (C) shows the average



Fig. 2. Time–frequency plots of oscillation power as a function of condition and condition differences, from electrode FCz. Top row shows power from spatially unfiltered data;
middle row shows power from CSD transformed data; bottom row shows power from the independent component, which was selected on the basis of topographical distribution
(see Fig. 1C). Note that CSD spatial filtering preserves local activity while enhancing spatial resolution (c.f. Figs. 1A–B).
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Error-related medial frontal theta oscillations and functional
connectivity predict distinct white matter anatomical networks

In this set of analyses, individual differences in cortical electro-
physiological activity were correlated with individual differences in
white matter connectivity; the goal was to gain insight into the
anatomical networks underlying error-related medial frontal theta
activity. Details of this analysis are in the Methods, but briefly: A
dipole source of the error-correct theta topographical map was
estimated for each subject, and this dipole was used as a seed region
for probabilistic tractography from that subject. Subsequently, “tract
strength” values were correlated with physiological measures (FCz
power and inter-regional synchronization degree) across subjects;
regions in which at least 15 contiguous voxels that are each significant
at pb0.005 were considered significant (see Fig. 5). Thus, measures of
subject-specific brain anatomy were correlated with measures of
subject-specific brain electrophysiology. All significant clusters are
listed in Table 1.

Most dipoles were located in the anterior cingulate cortex or
surrounding tissue (Fig. 6). Each subject's single dipole accounted for
81.88% (10.18% stdev) of his or her unique error-related theta
topography. The IC-dipole accounted for 96.37% (2.4% stdev) of the
IC weight topography. This difference in explained variance is not
surprising, considering that the theta-dipole modeled the observed
data whereas the IC-dipole modeled a temporally isolated component
of the data. Dipole depth (Z-coordinate) did not significantly correlate
with FCz error-related theta power (r=0.20, p=0.39), which
provides evidence against a potential confound that larger scalp
potentials lead to deeper sources, which would in turn drive
differences in anatomical networks across subjects.

Subjects with stronger error-related medial frontal (FCz) theta
power had stronger white matter connectivity between the dipole
seed regions and the ventral striatum, motor cortex, and areas of the
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (Fig. 7A). No significant negative
correlations were observed. Results from the IC-seeded tractography
analysis yielded similar results in the motor areas and inferior frontal
cortex (Fig. 7B), although there was no significant correlation in the
ventral striatum.

In contrast, subjects in whom FCz was a relatively stronger “hub”
for theta-band functional connectivity had stronger white matter
connectivity from the dipole seed region through the corpus callosum
and white matter behind the superior frontal gyrus (Fig. 8A). No
significant negative correlations were observed. IC-seeded tract
strength correlated with FCz synchronization degree in bilateral
middle frontal white matter tracts (Fig. 8B). Within the corpus
callosum voxels identified in the theta-seeded tractography strength,
IC-seeded tractography strength also correlated with FCz synchroni-
zation degree (r=.50, p=.023).

image of Fig.�2


Fig. 3. Topographical distributions of frequency band-specific synchronization degree,
plotted by condition and condition differences. “Hotter” colors indicate a greater
number of long-range cortico-cortical functional connections (phase synchronization)
centered on each electrode position.
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Differences between the size of the correlation coefficients
between tract strength and FCz theta, and tract strength and
synchronization degree, were also tested; this analysis would support
statistically robustly dissociable networks underlying theta power
and theta inter-regional synchronization. Results for each region are
listed in Table 1. Most correlations were not statistically significantly
different, except the corpus callosum, which showed modestly
stronger correlation with synchronization degree compared to
power (p=.027, which would not survive correction for multiple
comparison across 6 regions).

Error-related theta source dipole-seeded white matter tracts were
also correlated with two different task performance indices: overall
error rate and post-error slowing. No clusters exceeded the
significance threshold in either analysis, even with a more liberal
statistical threshold of p=.01.

Discussion

Here it was shown that cortical electrophysiological responses to
performance errors comprise an increase in medial frontal oscillation
power and medial frontal theta-band long-range phase synchroniza-
tion with other cortical areas. Individual differences in these medial
frontal theta dynamics correlated with individual differences in
Fig. 4. Topographical map of correlation coefficients between frequency band-specific
phase synchronization degree and power at each electrode.
anatomical white matter pathways connecting the putative dipole
source of the medial frontal theta to the ventral striatum, motor
cortex, and lateral/anterior prefrontal regions.

The precise function of the medial frontal cortex remains debated,
although it clearly is involved in action monitoring and flexible
adaptation of behavior (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). Prominent
thinking suggests that the medial frontal cortex signals the error
and recruits lateral regions to implement adjustments (Egner and
Hirsch, 2005b; Kerns et al., 2004). Medial frontal cortex may
additionally provide top-down control signals to influence processing
in sensory and/or motor systems (Cohen et al., 2009d; Egner and
Hirsch, 2005a; King et al., 2010; Rushworth et al., 2007). The present
findings suggest that the medial frontal cortex may use synchronized
neurophysiological theta oscillations to functionally interact with
other cortical and subcortical areas. Further, these interactionsmay be
shaped by the strength of white matter pathways.

Medial frontal theta dynamics and cognitive control

Medial frontal theta is widely observed during situations involving
action monitoring, cognitive control, and reinforcement learning
(Cavanagh et al., 2009; Christie and Tata, 2009; Cohen et al., 2007;
Marco-Pallares et al., 2008; Trujillo and Allen, 2007). Sustainedmedial
frontal theta is also observed during working memory delays (Khader
et al., 2010; Onton et al., 2005), and other memory functions (Sauseng
et al., 2010). Thus, an interesting avenue of studywould be to examine
whether there is a common neurocognitive process underlying these
seemingly disparate functions, or whether medial frontal theta is a
general neural organization scheme that can be used to support many
different processes subserved or orchestrated by the medial frontal
cortex. Indeed, the observation of FCz as a strong “hub” for functional
connectivity in the theta range is consistent with the latter idea.
Regardless, medial frontal theta provides a window into a neurobio-
logically plausible mechanism for information processing and trans-
fer, and therefore is a useful index for investigating the mechanisms
by which prefrontal cortex may engage control mechanisms.

In terms of the generator of this medial frontal theta activity, pre-
supplementary motor area or anterior cingulate cortex is a likely
candidate, considering the convergent findings from direct recordings
in humans (Cohen et al., 2008b; Wang et al., 2005), other dipole
studies of EEG and MEG data (Debener et al., 2005; Miltner et al.,
2003; Vocat et al., 2008), and functional MRI studies (Mathalon et al.,
2003; van Veen and Carter, 2002). Onemay question the physiological
plausibility of a single dipole to explain an entire cortical topography;
it is possible that more distributed sources contribute to the
topography. Considering that this dipole reflected ~82% of the
single-subject theta topography, it seems likely that the region
identified by the dipole analysis contributes to but does not explain
each subject's cortical error processing. As mentioned in the Methods,
the purpose of this dipole analyseswas not to localize a putative single
origin of the observed topography, but rather to identify a data-driven
appropriate seed region for tractography to link brain structure to
function.

In addition to coordinating local activity, as measured by increased
FCz power, theta oscillations seem to have a role in coordinating long-
range functional connectivity during cognitive control. This follows up
on our previous work, in which we found error-related enhanced
synchrony between FCz and lateral frontal (Cavanagh et al., 2009) and
occipital (Cohen et al., 2009d) electrodes. Here an alternative
approach was taken that focuses more on the topographical
distribution of “hubs” rather than the specific cortical targets of
synchronization. Graph theory-based analyses are increasingly used
to characterize spatially broad networks in normal cognitive process-
es (Palva et al., 2010) and brain diseases such as schizophrenia and
Alzheimer's (Micheloyannis et al., 2006; Stam et al., 2007). The
present findings strongly implicate the medial frontal cortex as the

image of Fig.�3
image of Fig.�4


Fig. 5. Graphical overview of analysis procedure for linking cortical electrophysiology to individual differences inwhitematter connectivity. Top row shows procedure applied to each
subject; bottom row shows group-level procedure. Each subject's topographical response-locked error-correct theta power distribution (A)was used for dipole estimation (B), which
was used as a seed (the dipole voxel and a surrounding Gaussian sphere) for probabilistic tractography (C). At each voxel that had strong connectivity across subjects (D), individual
differences in tract strength were correlated with the error-correct theta power difference at electrode FCz (E; each dot represents a subject). Finally, tract strength maps were
thresholded such that only clusters of statistically robust correlations were displayed (F).
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fulcrum of a neural network involved in monitoring behavior for
errors. Further, the findings presented in Fig. 3 suggest that this error-
related cortical network is also specific to the theta-band, because, for
example, strong synchrony hubs in the anterior–lateral prefrontal
cortex in the beta band were not modulated by whether the response
was correct or an error.

A simple alternative explanation to phase synchrony results is that
they co-occur with increased power (or increased signal-to-noise-
ratio). Although with large power, phase values are better estimated
(at the other extreme, with zero power it is not possible to estimate
phase), power and phase are mathematically independent (except
when power is very close to zero, which in practice is not often
observed at neurocognitively relevant frequencies in EEG data).
Nonetheless, this is a potential concern in the present study because
both theta-band power and theta-band phase synchronization
increased around electrode FCz. However, the present findings
Table 1
List of significant correlations between error-related theta dipole source tractography and E

Region XYZ (MNI) Cluster size (mm3)

Theta-dipole
Ventral striatum −26 10 −8 56
Ventrolateral PFC −44 34 −2 44
Motor −22 −22 48 82
Superior frontal gyrus −18 34 32 36
Superior frontal sulcus −22 24 28 98
Corpus callosum 6 0 24 482

IC-dipole
Ventrolateral PFC −28 54 −4 14
Motor −28 −20 64 24
Left middle frontal gyrus −32 2 52 13
Right middle frontal gyrus 32 8 48 11

Notes. XYZ are 3D coordinates in Montreal Neurological Institute standard space of the
rp=correlation coefficient for tract strength-FCz power analysis; rs=correlation coefficient f
testing whether the correlation coefficients for the two analyses are significantly different.
each mask. Pb .005 is the map-wise significance threshold, with 15 contiguously significant
provide counterevidence for this simple alternative explanation.
Specifically, the observations that (1) power and phase synchrony
correlate selectively in some frequency bands and at some electrodes,
and (2) such correlations are observed even when no robust task-
related changes in power occurred (e.g., theta at lateral prefrontal
sites) cannot be explained by the power-drives-synchrony argument.
Thus, it appears that power and inter-site phase synchronization
reflect different but related mechanisms to coordinate local and long-
range neural networks.

White matter connectivity networks supporting error processing

Cross-subject correlations between error-related FCz theta power
and dipole seeded tractography suggest a broad fronto-striatal
network contributing to error-related medial frontal electrophysio-
logical dynamics.
EG dynamics.

rp (p-value) rs (p-value) rp–rs p-value

.70 (.001) .310 (.195) .062
.647 (.002) .515 (.023) .285
.714 (b.001) .496 (.032) .160
.722 (b.001) .680 (.001) .407
.478 (.038) .608 (.005) .300
.265 (.272) .738 (b.001) .027

.679 (b.001) .411 (.071) .127

.703 (.0005) .471 (.036) .145

.494 (.026) .664 (.001) .226

.568 (.009) .792 (b.001) .103

maximum correlation voxel within each cluster. Cluster size is reported in mm3.
or tract strength-synchronization degree analysis; rp–rs p-value is the significance value
All correlations are tested using the average tract strength value from all voxels within
clusters (this constraint was relaxed for the IC-dipole analysis).
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Fig. 6. Dipole locations of error-correct theta activity for some subjects. Red shows dipoles of the theta error-correct activity; blue shows dipoles of the independent components.
White numbers indicate MNI Z-coordinate.
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The correlation in the striatum is particularly interesting given the
monosynaptic anatomical connectivity from regions of the medial
frontal cortex to the ventral striatum (Haber et al., 1995). Simulta-
neous recordings of surface EEG and nucleus accumbens EEG in deep-
brain-stimulation patients repeatedly demonstrate functional elec-
trophysiological links between the medial frontal cortex and ventral
striatum during cognitive control (Münte et al., 2007) and reward
tasks (Cohen et al., 2009a, 2009b). These findings are consistent with
computational models that implicate striatal functioning in error-
related medial frontal activity (Holroyd and Coles, 2002). Although it
is not possible to determine directionality in DTI data, histological
tracing (Haber et al., 1995) and electrophysiological “directed”
synchrony measures (Kasanetz et al., 2006; Montaron et al., 1996)
suggest that medial frontal cortex may provide a direct “top-down”
signal to the striatum (Cohen et al., in press). The voxels in the ventral
striatal region identified in this analysis are also close to a region near
the medial insula in which fractional anisotropy correlates with
awareness of response errors (Danielmeier et al., 2010). The
correlations in white matter near the inferior frontal cortex are
consistent with the role of lateral prefrontal regions in cognitive
control processes (Forstmann et al., 2008). Indeed, findings from
patients with lesion to the lateral prefrontal cortex confirm this
Fig. 7. Subjects with larger error-related medial frontal theta power had stronger white matte
striatum,motor cortex, and inferior frontal cortex. As an example of this correlation, the scatter
shows the results from the IC-dipole (in blue).
region's involvement in generating medial frontal error-related
potentials (Gehring and Knight, 2000). The consistency of the striatal
and frontal correlations with previous empirical findings also helps
validate the approach of combining EEG and DTI using cross-subject
correlations.

In contrast to the correlations with theta power, theta-band
synchronization degree predicted individual differences in tract
strength in the corpus callosum and fibers leading to the superior
frontal gyrus. This is indeed a sensible result considering that
synchronization degree measures the extent to which medial frontal
cortex is a “hub” or intersection for long-range cortico-cortical
functional connectivity. Demonstrating that long-range cortico-
cortical functional connectivity correlates with corpus callosum
pathways further helps establish the validity of the approach of
linking DTI and EEG to understand brain functional architecture.
Indeed, this finding is consistent with recent reports linking visual
stimulus-evoked gamma oscillations to corpus callosum integrity
(Zaehle and Herrmann, 2011), and also resting-state EEG connectivity
(Teipel et al., 2009). Because this analysis was based on synchroni-
zation degree difference between error and correct trials, this result
does not simply reflect stable trait differences in connectivity, but
rather specific increases in functional coupling resulting from errors.
r tracks linking the error-theta dipole source (A) to white matter surrounding the ventral
plot shows the relationship across subjects for the voxels in the ventral striatum. Panel (B)
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Fig. 8. Subjects in whom FCz (medial frontal electrode) was a stronger “hub” for cortico-cortical functional connectivity had stronger white matter tracks linking the error-theta
dipole source (A) to the corpus callosum and white matter in the superior frontal cortex. Scatter plot shows the relationship across subjects for the voxels in the corpus callosum.
Panel (B) shows the results from the IC-dipole (in blue).
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In contrast to the robust correlations between tract strength and
electrophysiological activity, no correlations were observed between
tract strength and task performance, measured either as overall error
rate or post-error response time change. There are several possible
explanations for this. First, it is possible that anatomical pathways
supporting performance metrics such as error rate and post-error
behavior adaptations are at least slightly different from those that
generate the medial frontal theta response to errors. Second, it is
possible that this theta-related pathway is more involved in other
adjustments that are not reflected in error rate or post-error reaction
time adjustment, such as increased activity in lateral prefrontal cortex
or increased physiological arousal. Indeed, medial frontal error
dynamics are not always correlated with simple performance
measures such as those used here. For example, patients with
obsessive–compulsive disorder, and healthy students who score
high on measures of obsessive–compulsive disorder, are not different
from control subjects in terms of performance on cognitive control
tasks such as that used here, but do show an aberrant medial frontal
error-related negativity (Gehring et al., 2000; Grundler et al., 2009).
Even within young healthy student samples, error-related EEG
activity sometimes (e.g., Gehring et al., 1993; Ridderinkhof et al.,
2003), but not always (e.g., Gehring and Fencsik, 2001) correlates
with post-error behavioral performance. Taken together, previous and
the current findings suggest that the neural networks supporting task
performance on such cognitive control tasks may only partly overlap
with neural networks that directly drive the error-related medial
frontal electrophysiological response.

Tract strength is a statistical measure of connectivity, and it
remains unclear precisely what micro- and mesoscopic-level biolog-
ical properties contribute to tract strength. However, empirically
observed correlations with behavior (Cohen et al., 2009c; Forstmann
et al., 2010), functional MRI-based functional connectivity (Cohen
et al., 2008a), and the present analyses provide evidence in favor of
tract strength reflecting a meaningful and informative aspect of brain
connectivity. Indeed, results from this study–particularly the link
between synchronization degree and corpus callosal connectivity
strength–are consistent with the idea that tract strength measures, at
least in part, the efficiency with which information can transmit
among spatially distant brain regions.
Independent component vs. theta-band power

The selection of an independent component from each subject was
based on the component topography, which was similar to the error-
correct theta-band power (Fig. 2). Remarkably, the time–frequency
characteristics were also similar to that of the observed and also CSD
data (Fig. 3).

Not surprisingly, the IC-dipole explained more of the independent
component variance compared to the amount of theta topographical
variance explained by the theta-dipole. Indeed, the independent
component is a topographical weighting reflecting maximally tempo-
rally independent EEG dynamics, whereas the theta-band power
topography is simply the observed data filtered from 4 to 8 Hz.
Nonetheless, the analyses in which dipole-seeded tractography was
correlated with EEG dynamics showed mainly similarities between the
theta-dipole seed and the IC-dipole seed, suggesting that these
correlations reveal brain structure–function links that are robust to
the precise analysis approach. Indeed, most of the differences between
analysis approaches were relatively minor and related to the precise
anatomical location (see Figs. 7 and 8) or statistical significance level
(e.g., the IC-dipole analysis showed a correlation in the corpus callosum
with a p-value less than .05 but greater than the map-wise threshold).
The biggest difference was the lack of significance in the ventral
striatum in the IC-dipole analysis; it is possible that the dipole based on
the observed theta topography is more sensitive to the “error
processing” network as a whole, also considering the correlation
results were more robust for the theta-dipole approach.
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Conclusions

Results from this investigation provide novel evidence for the
neuroanatomical networks underlying the generation of medial
frontal error-related neural dynamics. These findings also add to a
growing literature demonstrating the usefulness of diffusion-weight-
ed imaging and diffusion-based white matter fiber tractography in
elucidating neural networks that support cognitive processes. Still,
much remains to be discovered about these networks, including: the
precise functional contribution of the striatal and frontal areas that
showed significant connectivity–activity correlations; how these
anatomical pathways might constrain the efficacy of neurochemical
signaling such as dopamine and norepinephrine, which have been
implicated in action/error monitoring (Jocham and Ullsperger, 2009)
and relies on long-range white matter connections; and whether and
how these pathways may be shaped by experience, time, or training.
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